
 

Framework for Learning:            Fraction Introduction  
        Pattern Blocks - 2 

  
Leader’s Name: …………………………………. 
 
Co-Leader’s Name: ……………………………...                                           Instructor’s Initials: ……. 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Getting Started: 
In  UMath X  follow the path:  
 
 

Fractions > The Meaning of Fractions  > Introduction – Think, Write, Say   
Select and only work through the Sub Lessons:  Circles 

    Squares 
    Balls 
    Examples 

 
Now talk about the main ideas in the above sub lessons. 
Then write down the main ideas below:     
 
Use your pencil to show the following on the circles below. 

    
Complete the chart below using the fraction model provided.  
 

Diagram Number of 
Squares 
Shaded 

Total Number 
of Squares 

Fraction of 
Shaded 
Squares 

(unsimplified) 
   

 
 

   

 

 
Shade one half of each of the hexagons below. 
 
     
 
 

 
 

 



Build It. Draw It. Talk It. Write It. Now you OWN It! 

            www.UMathX.com 

Now return to  UMath X  and follow the path: 
Fractions > The Meaning of Fractions > Pattern Blocks 
Select and work through 4 of 5 of the Sub Lessons:  Examples 1, 2, 3, 4 

Put your computer aside when you get to Example 5. 
      

 
Talk about the main ideas of the section above and write them down below: 

Working At It: 
Now work away from the computer.   You will be working with 4 pattern blocks. 
 
The largest face of the yellow pattern block is called a__________. 
The largest face of the red pattern block is called a__________ 
The largest face of the blue pattern block is called a __________ 
The largest face of the green pattern block is called a __________ 
Cover the shape below with 3 pattern blocks 

      
What fraction of this design is red?  _____    
 
What fraction of this design is yellow? _____ 
Add one pattern block to this design to create a new design that is  1/3 red 
Add two more pattern blocks to create another design that is ½ red. 
Remove one pattern block to create a design that is 2/3 red. 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Reflect and Connect:  Discuss answers in the section above.  Create a similar problem. 


